
Gohn Transport

The Cheapest & Simplest Moving & Quick Transportation Services you can find!
There are 2 ways to transport your items.

1. Kei-Truck for moving
2. Motorcycle for urgent transportation and small items (cheaper & fast delivery)

* There are distance fees and item fees.

１．Moving Service for Kei-Truck size

Roughly estimated basic distance fees within the 23wards of Tokyo.
If the pick-up place and delivery place are out of the 23wards, it is 5km per 500yen.
However pleace ask about the price if the distance out of the 23wards is very far.

10km -- 19km 4,500 to 5,000 yen
20km -- 29km 5,500 to 6,000 yen
30km -- 39km 6,000 to 7,000 yen
40km -- 49km 8,000 to 9,000 yen
50km -- 59km 10,000 to 12,000 yen
60km -- 79km 13,000 to 14,000 yen
80km -- 100km 14,000 to 15,000 yen

Plus 10km per up to 1,000 yen

* Round up trips will cost extra but will not cost as twice as much.
* For long distance moving, it will be cheaper as it goes farther.
* In most cases, I ask for your assistance for moving, loading, and unloading items.

Item Fees

* Please ask about the total price if you have a lot of items.
* Please let me know if your items are not on the list below.

1500 yen Family size
800 yen Middle size
500 yen Single size

2000 yen Drum type
1000 yen Family size
500 yen Single size

1000 yen Family size
500 yen Middle size
300 yen Small size

1000 yen Large size
500 yen Medium size

1500 yen Over semi-double with frames
800 yen Single size

1000 yen Over 21inc
2000 yen The ordinary wall type with the outside fan
1000 yen The window air-con
2000 yen Over 3seat size
500 yen 2 seat size
800 yen Over 4 chair size
500 yen 2 chair size
500 yen wooden chair

2000 yen Over 8 tatami mat size
1000 yen 8 tatami mat size
600 yen 6 tatami size
400 yen 4 tatami mat size
300 yen Big size
200 yen Middle size
100 yen Small size

Chair
Heavy Rug

Fridge

Cardboard box

Washing machine

Chest of drawers

Closet

Bed

TV
Air-Con

Sofa
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Gohn Transport

2. Quick Transportation Service for small items to be carried by motorcycle

I'll try to deal with any kind of items to be transported as long as they fit in the box mounted on the back of my motorcycle.

Basic fees within the Kanto region
10km -- 19km 3500 yen
20km -- 29km 4500 yen
30km -- 39km 5500 yen
40km -- 49km 6500 yen
50km -- 59km 7500 yen
60km -- 79km 8500 yen
80km -- 100km 9000 yen

Plus 10km a 500 yen

Please contact me for more details.

jun.king.craigs@gmail.com
Call 090-3902-6952. 

Please leave a message or text me if I'm not answering.
I'll get back to you as soon as possible.

Thank you.
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